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elcome to November folks and what a year it has
been! As we close out these final two months in
2018, HQ has some surprises in store and we are
ready to unleash them! In January 2019, the HQ
MarketZone will take this industry by storm! Want
additional details? Call our offices today...the first 15 clients to
register (with a complete portfolio) will receive a FREE quarter page
ad in HQ Magazine for the February show issue! All information must
be submitted no later than December 15th.

Next, have you had the opportunity to sponsor an HQ cover in
the past? While HQ covers are always the first premium spaces to go,
we still have a couple available in 2019. Speak with our clients who
have sponsored one and they will tell you that their sales increase on
average by 25%! Call your sales representative today to see what
months we have available.

Lastly, I hope everyone is excited for HQ’s December issue! The
industry’s top products of the year will be released in our final issue
of 2018...did you make the cut? Stay tuned...

Cheers all and Happy Thanksgiving. See you next month as we say
goodbye to 2018. v
HEADQUEST Inc. assumes no responsibility for contents herein. Opinions expressed in articles are
strictly those of the writer. Published monthly by HeadQuest Inc., 9901 Acoma Rd. SE Albuquerque NM
87123. Subscriptions available for $39 yearly, payable in U.S. funds.
Send address changes (please include previous label) to address above or call
(505) 275-6049. Printed in Canada. Publications Mail Agreement #40069018 Return
undeliverable Canadian addresses to: 737 Moray St. Winnipeg MB, Canada, R3J3S9
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“What the hell is a vaporizer?”
These words marked the moment of conception. As
the story goes, Greenlane founder and CEO, Aaron
LoCascio, was about to take a trip to Southern California
from his home state of Florida. It was back in the first
few years of the new millennium, before smartphones
and snotty kids who turn up their noses at glass pipes
and say things like “I don’t smoke flowers anymore.” His
friend, an avid smoker who was aware of all the goodies
out west that had yet to make it back east, asked him to
pick up a vaporizer. The opening question ensued, and
the rest is history.

It started in a garage. Now it’s a counter-cultural
empire with six distribution centers (four in the U.S., two
in Canada) and 240 employees.

It’s impressive, yes. Inspiring, even. But it’s a story
that has been told through media with far more entertainment value than what can be captured in the pages
of a magazine. Just flip over to HBO and watch Silicon
Valley. The variables are different, but the formula is the
same. Young guy has idea. Young guy starts company in
garage. Meteoric rise ensues.

The true gems to glean from this story are not where
they’ve been or even where they are, but where they’re
going—and more importantly, where they’re taking us.

“We have a tremendous vested interest in helping
independent retailers to not only survive as the industry
changes rapidly, but thrive in this new paradigm,” says
Greenlane’s Chief Marketing Officer, Sasha Kadey.
“We’re here to help them, and not just in the obvious
ways like trying to curate their product selection . . . but
really understanding their businesses and the challenges they're facing and giving them advice wherever
we can.”
continued on page 58
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hen is payday? For small business owners, this question is the equivalent of hearing “Are we there yet” from the backseat
during a family vacation. Your employees are the backbone of your company, and it’s important to not only pay them a
respectable salary, but to make sure they are paid accurately and on time. That’s why you need to choose wisely when
selecting a payroll solution.

Paying Out

Shy away from doing your own payroll.
First you need to focus on the core operations of your business, and second, unless
you have an accounting degree, you probably don’t know all federal, state, and local
rules involved. There’s a lot more to payroll
than simply writing a check each month.
There are hefty penalties for filing your payroll tax returns late or not providing adequate withholding deposits when they are
due — according to the IRS, 40 percent of
small businesses pay penalties each year
for late or incorrect filings and payments.

You’ve probably heard the warning not to
keep all your eggs in one basket, but where
payroll is concerned there are some definite
advantages to keeping your money with
someone you trust. Many banks now offer
payroll processing services, and it’s just as
good as choosing a specialist company. For
one thing ---- the fewer people handing your
money, the fewer opportunities there are for
mistakes. By going with your bank, you also
get a better picture of your financial condition. You will have integrated information
about all of your accounts: checking, savings, payroll, payroll taxes, etc. . Another
advantage of going through a bank or credit
union is that you may have an easier time

setting up direct deposit accounts, so
there’s no hassle getting people paid. The
bank may also be able to provide draft contracts for payback of checks if employees
get an advance or loan.

Many small businesses choose to manage payroll in-house using payroll software
like QuickBooks, Paychex, Gusto or
SurePayroll. These solutions are easy and
cost-effective. Yes, it’s more time consuming than going with an outside source, but
the main upside of going the DIY route is
that you have total control over the accuracy of the information. It's also easier to
track changes, and to quickly add things
like new hires, new tax rates or increases
in health-care benefits with no delay.

If you’re like one of 4.3 million small
business owners, you already know the
value and ease of use in having Intuit
QuickBooks as your accounting solution.
QuickBooks Payroll integrates with your
existing platform, and the full-service payroll plan takes care of tax payments and
guarantees mistake-free paychecks and
payroll taxes. The company offers a free
30-day trial, so you can make sure you’re
comfortable using the platform before
making a commitment.
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Clocking in

Did you remember to clock in? That’s
another common question for employees
whether they are manually writing their
ins and outs on a time card or punching a
time clock. Properly recording hours
worked is a crucial component to the payroll process.

Forget about manually entering hours
— there’s too big of chance for errors, and
even cheating. One option is a clocking-in
via the Internet. Most payroll software,
including QuickBooks, gives employees
the ability to enter their hours online onto
a password protected timesheet.

For the ultimate in timesheet security,
employers such as Shana Wilkinson, of
Smokey Shay's, have even gone the extra
step to utilize biometric time clocks. The
unique advantage of a biometric timekeeping system, which uses a fingerprint
scan to confirm an employee’s identity, is
that employees cannot clock in or out for
one another — no more “buddy punching”
in the hopes that you or your manager
won’t notice them arriving late or leaving
early. v

MARIJUANANEWS

Marijuana businesses
impacted by tax code

The sale of marijuana may now by legal in
31 states and the District of Columbia, but
the IRS says the activity remains illegal for
tax purposes. Section 280E of the Internal
Revenue Code bars companies from taking
certain business deductions if they “traffic”
in Schedule 1 drugs. Without these deductions, marijuana dispensaries, growers and
processors could be looking at an effective
tax rate of as much as 70% to 90%.

In an interview with Law.com, James
Hunt, an attorney in Seattle, asserts that the
marijuana tax law “is clearly punishment.
It’s meant as a punishment” to the industry.
Kevin Murphy, CEO and founder of Acreage
Holdings, one of the largest multistate owners and operators in the cannabis industry,
wrote in Forbes, that these higher taxes
have a direct impact in medical-marijuana
prices being much higher than they should
be for patients who require treatments to
help with conditions such as cancer and
post-traumatic stress disorder. “The combination of higher drug prices and no insurance coverage,” he maintains, “leads
patients to the black market and to lifethreatening medications, like opioids.”

If money matters ---- and to the taxman it
does, don’t expect a change to the code anytime soon. The fact that no deductions can
be taken by marijuana businesses ensures
that the federal government receives a massive amount of corporate income-tax revenue each year. According to an editorial in
The Motley Fool, if the federal government
removed marijuana as a controlled substance, marijuana businesses would then
be allowed to take normal business deductions resulting in the federal government
losing an estimated $5 billion in revenue
over the next decade.

Have a Coke and a smile

Soft drink titan Coca-Cola is "closely
watching" the market for CBD infused drinks
with their eyes open to the possibility of producing one under the red and white label.
The news followed a report that Coca-Cola
was allegedly in "serious talks" to develop
cannabis-related beverages with Canada's
Aurora Cannabis. A move into cannabisderived beverages would offer another
option for the company as health-conscious
consumers move away from sugary sodas.

Will CBD eclipse cannabis?

The answer is Yes, according to market
research firm, The Brightfield Group who
project that the hemp-derived CBD market
will reach sales of $22 billion by 2022, outpacing cannabis sales, and surging from
$591 million in 2018 -- that's a five-year
CAGR of 132 percent.

The surge in profits they attribute to the
Hemp Farming Act of 2018 (Farm Bill) that
would legalize hemp as well as its derivatives,
extracts and cannabinoids, including hemp
CBD. Other growth drivers include the popularity of hemp CBD versus pharmaceutical products, the evolution of distribution channels,
and expansion of the product types and constant innovation. "CBD is also unburdened by
much of the stigma and logistical challenges
regularly associated with cannabis (i.e., companies are willing to ship hemp CBD over state
lines; they can be on everyday store shelves
without requiring a visit to a dispensary), making customer access more convenient and
putting hemp CBD brands in the public eye,"
the report states.

Hemp still awaits de-scheduling by the
DEA as a controlled substance along with
cannabis, but the Brightfield Group remarks
that “once these products are fair game,
this will open up the market and change the
industry almost overnight."
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This is your brain on cannabis

By studying a large number of imaging
scans, researchers have identified conditions and behaviors that could make the
brain age prematurely, including schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, alcohol use, and the
use of cannabis.

The scientists found that they could predict a person's age from the pattern of blood
flow in their brain. Accelerated brain aging
was calculated as the difference between
chronological age and brain estimated age.
Cannabis use caused accelerated aging of
2.8 years while alcohol abuse resulted in
aging of only 0.6 years. Schizophrenia was
the leading cause of brain aging at 4 years
beyond the norm.

Don’t strain yourself

According to the High Yield Insights'
Smoking & Vaping report, despite a majority
of consumers (64%) reporting that cannabis
strains are important in their purchase decisions, nearly half (45%) can't name their
preferred strain or simply don't have a preference. Of the few who do report a favorite,
only a small percentage managed to identify
a strain by name. GG4 and OG Kush, two
popular strains, were called out by a minority of respondents while others could only
manage "Indica" or "Sativa" when asked.

The findings reveal that the booming
cannabis market, combined with the nature
of the supply chain and variable product
availability, creates too much distraction for
users to gravitate to a favorite. Vendors are
responding by focusing on the overall
effects, such as relaxation or increased
focus. “Our insights on the customer mindset paired with test results from the scientific community underline an uncomfortable
truth: strain names are increasingly meaningless,” High Yield stated. “The industry
needs to hit reset on what's being delivered
to customers." v

Behind the Scenes continued

It’s not an uncommon claim for a vendor in this space to make.
As a marketplace founded on counter-cultural ideals and filled
with self-starters who are often more heart than head, we could
admittedly use the help. But in talking to Kadey, you get the idea that
there’s more to his words than the hot air and laryngeal vibrations
it took to form them—that he might just have the tools necessary
to see those aspirations to fruition. Though only two years in the
industry as Greenlane’s visionary CMO, Kadey has made a career
in the servicing of niche retail outlets, first in the wine and spirits
business, followed by cosmetics.

“You'd be surprised at the similarities,” Kadey interjects when the
subject of his past is broached. “With the wine and spirits industry,
it's a little more obvious, but in the cosmetic industry, we focused on
high end salons . . . there's a lot of commonalities between them and
smoke shops. They are usually independent business operators,
operating maybe one to three locations on average. They are dealing
in a business where there is a very high level of touch and interaction
between them and the customer, a lot of hand selling, a lot of product
education. They’re kind of the gate keeper that's educating the
customer about the product. I think head shops, especially good
head shop operators, do the same thing.”

He has a point. At the end of the day, business is business.
The mechanisms by which we grow are the same; the rest of the
game is just widgets. That’s not to say that product knowledge isn’t
essential. But this is Greenlane, AKA Vape World, we’re talking
about. Product knowledge is the foundation of the entire operation,
a fact that Kadey readily acknowledges.
continued on page 73
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oah Nuñez enjoys being in the spotlight. Not
only has Noah competed at the CHAMPS
Glass Games, he recently won a big first
place check in the Ray Gun category at the
summer Vegas show! And if you visit
Homeblown Glass in Santa Rosa, California, you can often
see him melting glass in the smoke shop’s front window.

“I've always liked to show off things that I'm good at,”
says Noah, who’s been at the torch in Northern Cali since
way back in 1989. “Glass blowing is an art form that
people don’t get to see live very often and they’re
just fascinated.”
continued on page 91
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HQFeature
“Whatup, Youtube! We’re back here . . . we got a wonderful TKO CBD J!”

It’s an episode from the Youtube channel, Stoned Ventures. The scene consists of three young
420 enthusiasts in a parked car. They’re trying out the new 150mg CBD Pre Roll from Terp Nation,
a company that, according to its website, “brings the highest quality terpene & CBD-infused
products to the market.” Really, it just looks like any other joint. Apparently, it tastes like one too.

“That definitely tastes like weed,” the guy in the front passenger seat observes. He passes it to
the lady behind the wheel. She takes a puff and concurs.
“It definitely does.”

Front Passenger Seat nods in vigorous agreement and looks directly into the camera.

“It kinda tastes like very shitty weed.” The words trigger an abrupt cackle of amusement from
the guy in the back seat. “I know, I know,” Passenger Seat acknowledges, “I’m not expecting to get
high off it . . . but it definitely tastes like shitty weed.” Later in the video, they take a closer look at
what’s in it. Back Seat isn’t impressed.
“You motherfuckers put mad seeds in this shit! I'm disappointed. AIGHT??”

But it’s not weed. It’s “industrial hemp flower,” purportedly high in CBD, but with less than 0.3%
THC, available from Terp Nation in pre-rolls and loose bud sold by the eighth-ounce. Several other
companies are jumping on the bandwagon as well but Terp Nation is by far the most visible thus
far. It’s all made gloriously possible by Section 7606 of the Agricultural Act of 2014, AKA, the Farm
Bill. A few years ago, it would have been considered marijuana. Now, it’s hemp and you can legally
sell it out of your store—in plain daylight. And who can argue? It says “Legal in all 50 states” right
on the packaging.

This point has already been hammered home in the pages of this publication,
but for those who were not privy to the previous discussions on CBD, this
information is crucial to understanding the events currently unfolding:
Section 7606 of the Farm Bill did two things. First, it federally legalized the limited
cultivation of industrial hemp, provided that it was through a state-sanctioned
research program. Second, and more pertinent to this discussion, the bill expanded the
definition of industrial hemp to include all parts of the cannabis plant,
even the flower, so long as it contained less than .3% THC on a dry weight basis.

Apparently, the cops can, as two North Georgia men found out
this past summer. They were arrested for carrying the line in their
convenience stores.

They’ll be fine, though. Those cops obviously didn’t know about
the new definition. Right?

“I don't think we can look at it in terms of ‘the old and new’
because the current Farm Bill contradicts the Controlled
Substances Act,” cautions Lenny Frieling, a Colorado lawyer who
specializes in drug cases. “I think that allows the feds to say,
'We don't care what's happening down the hallway. We know what's
happening here. In our office, it's still Schedule 1. Have a nice day.’”

If anyone should know, it’s Frieling. In addition to his credentials
as a lawyer, he’s a former associate judge of the city of Lafayette,
Colorado, as well as a board member emeritus of the Colorado
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chapter of NORML. He made headlines back in 2007 when he
resigned from his judgeship in protest of a new city code that
sought to impose overly-harsh sentences in petty possession
cases. It should be noted that he’s not giving legal advice—you
have to pay for that—but he is happy to speculate.

“Now, can one go into court and argue in a number of different
ways that's simply wrong?” he ponders rhetorically. “I'm sure. I
haven't had to raise the argument yet, but it makes a hell of a good
one. If I had to make up a prediction, I would say courts would rule
differently depending on which court it is. I don't think it's one of
those black and white things where most courts would agree.”

Legally ambiguous though it may be, the product line has generated a hell of a buzz in the market and has likely reaped considerable profits for its purveyors. We say “likely,” because we reached
out to Terp Nation for comment but received no response.

Tell them you saw it in HQ

Meanwhile, the reaction hasn’t been as warm and fuzzy as the
hemp slingers had undoubtedly hoped. Take, for instance, a recent
poll conducted in a smoke shop forum on Facebook. The question
to retailers: “Would you put this line on your shelf?” Of the 69
respondents, 83% responded in the negative. Three percent
answered “maybe,” while 14% responded with a flat-out “yes.” One
participant sarcastically added the option, “Yes, right next to the
dank-ass bud I sell.” It didn’t garner any votes. The comments on
the thread were even more revealing. There were a few willing to
affirm their support for the product, but most responses ranged
from proverbial eye-rolls to rage-fueled eviscerations.

Questionable methodology aside, can a poll of 69 retailers accurately reflect an industry of over 15,000? We can’t
answer that question with authority. But for comparative
reference, we can tell you that the average presidential poll
surveys 1,000 likely voters out of a population of
325,000,000. By those standards, 69 out of 15,000 isn’t
so bad.
For any industry veteran, it’s not hard to understand the
hostility. Yes, through the right interpretation, it is arguably legal;
that much has been established. But you can rest assured that
most local cops aren’t passing their spare time in the library
brushing up on new legislation. The bottom line is it looks like
weed, it smells like weed, it tastes like weed and according to
most police field kits, it tests like weed. That shouldn’t come as a
surprise; field testing kits have been known to conclude the same
about tea leaves and discarded tomato plants.

Even so, there will be plenty of stores willing to take the risk
and put hemp flower products on their shelves. For many, it will
likely prove to be a great investment. No problems; just more
revenue. For others, it will be a repeat of North Georgia,
regardless of the label’s “Legal in all 50 states” assertion.

“That's not a bad idea, actually,” Frieling remarks facetiously.
“We should all have 'This isn't marijuana' bags.” v
WWW. HQMAG.COM
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hether it’s pushing the glass medium to
its outermost limits, providing artists with
a platform or patrons a marketplace, the
Bern Gallery, in Burlington,
Vermont, is, and always has been, the
torchbearer and leader of the northeastern counter-culture scene.

as it’s a small community, only about 20 percent of the
pieces for sale come from the New England region. The
rest come from around the country, from in-house
glass blowers, and from artists attracted to the
notoriety of the Bern Gallery’s annual pipe
making competition.

Founded in 2004 by Tito
Bern and Mikaela Boman,
the Bern Gallery was the
couple’s response to
missing elements they’d
discovered in other
smoke shops they’d visited as both glass blowers
and wholesalers.

“We saw tons of people
opening shops simply
because they knew they
could,” Bern says. “For us —
we had to open a shop because
we were so entrenched in the pipe
world and glass blowing community
and wanted to represent the way we as
glass blowers do things.”

In a time when imported glass is as easily obtained
as opening a catalog, many shops seemed to overlook
the importance of the independent pipe making
scene. The Bern Gallery supports its local artists, but

68

The Bern Gallery’s Pipe
Classic, started in 2006, has
evolved into a nationally recognized live glass blowing event
with
specially
selected
entrants — a Who’s Who of
glass artists taking part. The
annual event holds the distinction of being the very
first pipe making competition ever held anywhere. An
11-member committee keeps
everything fair. Its winner
takes all with pieces judged by
some 200 members of the glass
community. As the slogan goes: 12
Artists. 12 hours. 12 Pipes. 1
Champion.

Not only can you see beautiful glass pieces at the
Bern Gallery, you can also learn to make pipes, pendants, and marbles at the shop’s glass art school. As
you’d expect of a shop with a focus on glass, they also
offer pipe cleaning and repair.
continued on page 81
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Behind the Scenes continued

“I think we've built a good reputation for ourselves by introducing
products to our clients that they've been really successful with,” he remarks.
“There's a sacred trust that's been built. When we go to one of our clients
and say, 'Hey, we've got this new product . . . You should pick it up for your
stores right away,’ They’ll respond, 'Well, you've told me about the Volcano.
You told me about the Pax. You told me about the JUUL . . . Every time I’ve
listened, I’ve been rewarded, so I’ll trust you and give this a shot.’”

It’s an insanely valuable tool, but as Kadey sees it, it’s also a fragile
one, as the most precious things often are. “If we steer them the wrong
way,” he adds, “We lose that. So, we try to be careful about selecting
products that we are willing to put our weight behind and stake our
reputation on.”

“I'd say that we cut our teeth and built our reputation on vaporizers,”
he continues, “but these days I like to think that we now specialize in
branded premium smoking accessories . . . we sell a lot of premium glass
and premium grinders. We sell kitchen appliances like MagicalButter and
the LEVO extractor, and products across all of those categories. The real
common feature is that they are real brands with real people behind
them that have the appropriate infrastructure to provide customer
service and warranty support and have all the hallmarks of being a real,
reputable business with integrity.”
For the curious among us, therein lies the impetus behind the company’s
name change—that and the fact that the word “vape” has been reappropriated by cloud enthusiasts with their tanks and mod boxes.

Widgets? Check. Back to the mechanisms.
“Moving forward,” Kadey goes on, “we want to offer innovative programs
around how to design your store, how to upgrade your fixturing, how to
cross sell products. We want to help bring more manufacturer-supported
promotions to the shops.”

He hesitates and qualifies his words with a touch of humility.

“I don't mean to sound like we're at the cutting edge of anything when
I'm talking about stuff that's kind of like a caveman first discovering fire.
But because the industry has been such a fragmented landscape, a lot
of the sort of tried and true methods from bigger industries haven't really
been brought to this space. It's different when a manufacturer is dealing
with a Best Buy and can snap their fingers and do something in hundreds
or thousands of stores. In this business, you're dealing with so many
different independent operators. Our special sauce is that we've
developed relationships and sort of charted the course to all of these
independent, fragmented retailers. So, if we can shepherd the manufacturers to provide the types of tools that are provided to big box retailers
in other industries, then we are really helping the retailers in this industry
to adapt and evolve into a place where they can thrive.” v

Greenlane Ventures

877.292.7660 • wholesale@gnln.com • gnln.com
WWW .HEADQUEST.COM
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In January 2018, Vermont became the ninth state to legalize
marijuana. The proliferation of cannabis legalization has had an
impact on glass sales. But according to Bern, not necessarily as
positive a one as you might think.

“The scary thing is that people aren't using glass as much,” Bern
says. And being a smart businessman, he’s made sure to stock other
smoking related products.

“A lot of the time that means carrying a product that has absolutely
no artistic value — it's simply a product, like a portable vaporizer or
twisty glass blunt, that everyone wants. CBD is one of the fastest
selling products in the shop — as long as the company is legit and we
have their lab reports, we'll put it in the case,” Bern says. "Im an
entrepreneur before being a glass blower, and having a smoothrunning successful business is the greatest joy.”

All any shop can do, Bern points out, is react to the changing
environment.

The Bern Gallery is proud to promote independent glass artists,
but uses a hashtag rather than linking to them on social media to
deter potential customers from buying direct. To get the nicest of
the nice glass pieces into the shop, Bern sometimes gives artists a
sweet 80/20 commission split. Many times, the artists producing the
headies will have less expensive pendants and production lines that
are attractive to fans on a budget.

“Glass will always go through ebbs and flows, but it will always be
part of the smoke shop community,” Bern says. “If you like flower, a
glass pipe is the cleanest, best way to smoke it. Fans of the art part
of pipe making are a very small group whereas users of cannabis are
a huge group.” v

The Bern Gallery

Burlington, Vermont • www.berngallery.com
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continued

Glass Blower

Sculptures, marbles, shot glasses, jars, earrings, necklaces —
anything you can think of, Noah the Glassblowa, as he’s known
in creative circles, can make out of glass. Pipes are what he’s
best known for — especially handcrafted pieces that for most
artists would require a lathe. Many of his pieces incorporate tiny
characters capsulized inside of the tube. Then on a whim he
might build a two-foot tall water pipe or a pipe in the shape of a
sniper rifle or futuristic weapon.
“I call myself a 'glass artist' because I don’t just make pipes,
and if I do make pipes, they're more artistic than just being a
production line. I like to focus on making one-of-a-kind, artistically cool pieces,” Noah says.

Noah credits his martial arts training for helping him to
remain poised under pressure. That’s the kind of mental focus
that comes with being a fourth-degree black belt.
continued on page 91
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continued

Glass Blower

“The techniques we use in Kenpo Karate are movements
stacked on top of each,” Noah explains. “It’s very similar to
glassblowing, where you have many different techniques that you
can use to create a single piece.

But don’t expect him to break glass like he might shatter
boards. Noah’s pieces are destined for a prized spot in somebody’s collection.

“I've always liked people to be happy with things I do — there's
nothing like seeing the appreciation that somebody has for something you've created,” Noah says, “—you can't really get that in a
lot of other areas in life.” v

Noah Nuñez

Eternal Flameworks
instagram.com/eternal_flameworks
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ow can one describe the JUUL’s performance in the marketplace?
‘Dominating’ almost works, but it seems lackluster in the context.
Maybe ‘devastating.’ Or ‘demolishing.’ Better yet, ‘ravaging.’

Too dramatic? Before you answer, consider this: As of this past
August, sales of the JUUL made up 72% of the e-cigarette market.
That means they more than doubled the sales of all other e-cigarette
systems combined. This year, the company has outperformed expectations at such a harrowing level that Wells Fargo analyst, Bonnie
Herzog has had to readjust her predictions for the entire market by
over a billion dollars. Yes, BILLION. With a B. As in, the “Three
Comma Club.”

While their formula for success shouldn’t be oversimplified, we
can, for the sake of brevity, boil it down to two basic elements: simplicity
and satisfaction. Before the JUUL’s entry, the e-cigarette industry had
shifted its focus to a faction of hobbyists made up of cloud fetishists
and crackpot electricians, all but forgetting about the wider cessation
market. The makers of the JUUL understood what others didn’t...that
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every day smokers looking to quit don’t want to be bothered with
watts, ohms or circuitry; that to reach the average Joe, using the
product had to be as simple as tearing off the cellophane and lighting
up a stray. They also understood that their product needed to do
more than just mitigate a cigarette craving; it had to satiate it.

But with every market shift comes the unintended consequences.
In this case, the most visible of those is the growing swathe of local
retailers who have been left on the sidelines, unable to compete
with gas stations whose quantity over quality sales model allows
them to operate on razor thin margins. For those who find themselves
playing the role of bench jockey in this paradigm, as well as those
who simply find truth in the words of legendary rock journalist, Lester
Bangs when he stated that “the only reason to build up an idol is to
tear it down again,” this month’s edition of our Quest 4 the Best is
for you. The following products are all potential JUUL alternatives. No
single one of these will be overtaking the young bohemoth’s market
share any time soon, but perhaps, with their forces combined, they
can carve out a chunk for the little guy.
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KandyPens RUBI

The RUBI is billed as an open system, meaning the pods are
refillable, giving the consumer unlimited choices in flavor and nicotine strength while still featuring the sleek, compact design that
JUUL users have come to know and love. Standout features include
a ceramic coil with Japanese cotton, leak-proof design with no spit
back, extremely potent, yet smooth hits and impressive cloud output.
Liquid Capacity: 1 ML, refillable
Nicotine Strength: N/A (open system)
Battery Capacity: 280mAh
Charging Time: 30 minutes
Charger—Micro USB or Proprietary? USB

www.gnln.com

Bo one

The Bo One’s foremost differentiating characteristics are twofold. First, the model has a built-in temperature control system that
is said to prevent those throat-charring dry hits. Second, the
company offers a beautiful case/portable charger as an add on
option that can juice up the battery four times over on one charge.
It has the same 3D diamond shape as the Phix as well as the same
pod capacity but boasts a wider range of nicotine levels.
Liquid Capacity: 1.5 ML
Number of flavor varieties: 8
Nicotine Strength: 55 MG/35 MG
Battery Capacity: 380 mAh
Charging Time: 1-2 hours
Charger type: Proprietary

ZIIP

www.bovaping.com

Aside from the general appeal of the genre, the Ziip pod system’s
selling point is that its components are completely interchangeable
with those of the JUUL, but the pods are cheaper. Yes, you can put
Ziip pods on a JUUL battery and vice versa. Plus, they offer four
nicotine levels. What else do you need to know? Unfortunately, the
company was unable to provide battery capacity or charging time
when we called, but we included them anyway as they were highly
recommended by a handful of trusted readers.
Liquid Capacity: 1 ML
Number of flavor varieties: 12
Nicotine Strength: 18 MG/30 MG/40 MG/50 MG
Battery Capacity: Not available
Charging Time: Not available

Myle

The Myle is a closed system that offers two nicotine level options
for a better chance at quitting. Standout features include a three
LED light battery indicator, sleek and ergonomic design, and impressive cloud output.
Liquid Capacity: .9 ML – 240 puffs per pod
Number of flavor varieties: 5
Nicotine Strength: 50 MG/26 MG
Battery Capacity: 420mAh –
Charging Time: 20-25 minutes
Charger type: Proprietary

PhIx

www.mylevapor.com

Though not the most unique in features (besides the 3-D extruded
diamond shape), the Phix puts up a solid fight against the JUUL in
head to head competition with 66% more pod capacity, a stronger
battery, ceramic coils and a delicious flavor selection from the
award-winning e-liquid producer, Brewell MFG.
Liquid Capacity: 1.5 ML
Number of flavor varieties: 8
Nicotine Strength: 50 MG
Battery Capacity: 280mAh
Charging Time: 45 minutes
Charger type: Proprietary

JUno

www.phixvapor.com

As a closed system pod style vape unit, the Juno offers a solid
alternative to the JUUL with it’s formidable battery capacity and
universal Micro USB charging port. But where it truly shines is in
the availability of options with a whopping 16 flavors on the menu.
Moreover, they offer three nicotine levels, empowering cessation...
more than any other brand we’ve come across, save the Ziip. In
pod capacity, the model tops even the Phix at 1.6 ML and absolutely
destroys the competition on value with savings of close to $.60 per
ML over the JUUL, based on MSRP pricing.
Liquid Capacity: 1.6 ML
Number of flavor varieties: 16
Nicotine Strength: 18 MG/36 MG/48 MG
Battery Capacity: 380mAh
Charging Time: 20 minutes
Charger type: Micro USB

www.junovapor.com

www.ziiplab.com
1Source: CNBC; “Ecigarette Sales are Booming Thanks to JUUL”
www.cnbc.com/2018/08/21/e-cigarette-sales-are-booming-thanks-to-juul.html
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Tell them you saw it in HQ

A

nyone who asserts that women don’t rock as hard as men is just
being patently ridiculous. Or maybe they haven’t experienced
Sleater-Kinney in concert.

Before the show, my girlfriend and I sat at nearby Mexican
restaurant El Myr, devouring some of the best burritos ever created,
swigging Pabst Blue Ribbon from 20 oz. cans and basking in the
well-picked jukebox selections pumping from the speakers. The songs
were impeccable—tracks by Slint, Richard Hell, Joy Division and Roy
Orbison. All fantastic artists, granted, but also all male.

Of course, the restaurant
wasn’t at fault. In all likelihood, its
jukebox featured many prominent
women rockers; they just weren’t
playing while I waited to see one
of today’s most exciting rock ’n’
roll bands. But it made me wonder: why are female rock bands so
often relegated to the “they’re girls
and they’re great” category? Even the
fact that I’m making such a big deal out of this
in a review should be taken to task. Perhaps the most
direct road to reform is to stop referring to bands like SleaterKinney with modifiers like “female” or “grrrl” and just start calling them
what they are—rock bands.

Following this existential jukebox dilemma, we squeezed our
way into the crowded Variety Playhouse moments before the band walked
onstage. But when Corin Tucker, Carrie Brownstein and Janet Weiss started playing, something seemed amiss. Tucker’s singing sounded strained
at first (perhaps a cold?), each of the first few songs testing the limit of
what her vocals could or would do this evening. Before long, however, she
sounded like the powerhouse she is on record. Chill-inducing, epic and
undeniably powerful, her vocal presence was downright overwhelming on
the bitingly sarcastic “Modern Girl” and post-9/11 reflection “Faraway.”
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Brownstein, the group’s quintessential rock star, summoned
the gods with her guitar work. Evoking behemoths like Jimmy Page
and Pete Townshend, her decidedly don’t-give-a-shit swagger and
showmanship was the highlight of the night. Her solos were especially
impressive, including the massive showstopper that connected “Let’s
Call it Love” and “Night Light,” the last two songs on the band’s latest,
The Woods. To this day, she’s one of the best guitarists I’ve ever seen
perform, full stop.

Holding down the fray was Janet Weiss, who, at one point,
played harmonica while (wo)manning the kit. Although Weiss tends to get
less attention than her two partners in rock, it’d be foolish to ignore
her importance to the group—her
background vocals are a necessity and
her drumming serves as the entire
rhythm section (Sleater-Kinney is
sans bass, after all). Perhaps it’s
unsurprising how many other
bands Weiss has lent her talent
to over the years. When you’re this
great of a drummer, you have to
spread that beat around.

Closing the night were a couple interesting
choices—a cover of Danzig’s “Mother” and S-K
fan favorite, “Dig Me Out.” The former, though perhaps a little
uninspired, was a trip to say the least. Hearing Tucker belt the words
to the mid-’90s MTV Buzz Bin hit (specifically, “Gonna take your
daughter out tonight / Gonna show her my world”), I couldn’t help but
return to my original thoughts from the beginning of the night. Was
Tucker semi-ironically shutting down gender criticism with one fell
swoop of a cover song? Perhaps. But I didn’t have time to ponder the
implications, because as the band launched into “Dig Me Out,” and I
watched a sea of people freaking out, thrusting their hands into the
air, I remembered that Sleater-Kinney is a Rock Band, no modifier
necessary. And a damned good one at that. v
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